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Sound-induced motion of the surface of the human tympanic membrane (TM) was studied by strobo-
scopic holographic interferometery, which measures the amplitude and phase of the displacement at
each of about 40,000 points on the surface of the TM. Measurements were made with tonal stimuli of
0.5, 1, 4 and 8 kHz. The magnitude and phase of the sinusoidal displacement of the TM at each driven
frequency were derived from the fundamental Fourier component of the raw displacement data com-
puted from stroboscopic holograms of the TM recorded at eight stimulus phases. The correlation between
the Fourier estimates and measured motion data was generally above 0.9 over the entire TM surface. We
used three data presentations: (i) plots of the phasic displacements along a single chord across the sur-
face of the TM, (ii) phasic surface maps of the displacement of the entire TM surface, and (iii) plots of the
Fourier derived amplitude and phase-angle of the surface displacement along four diameter lines that
define and bisect each of the four quadrants of the TM. These displays led to some common conclusions:
at 0.5 and 1 kHz, the entire TM moved roughly in-phase with some small phase delay apparent between
local areas of maximal displacement in the posterior half of the TM. At 4 and 8 kHz, the motion of the TM
became more complicated with multiple local displacement maxima arranged in rings around the manu-
brium. The displacements at most of these maxima were roughly in-phase, while some moved out-of-
phase. Superposed on this in- and out-of-phase behavior were significant cyclic variations in-phase with
location of less than 0.2 cycles or occasionally rapid half-cycle step-like changes in-phase. The high fre-
quency displacement amplitude and phase maps discovered in this study can not be explained by any
single wave motion, but are consistent with a combination of low and higher order modal motions plus
some small traveling-wave-like components. The observations of the dynamics of TM surface motion
from this study will help us better understand the sound-receiving function of the TM and how it couples
sound to the ossicular chain and inner ear.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Sound-induced motion of the tympanic membrane (TM) has
been most-often studied through measurements of umbo displace-
ment by laser Doppler vibrometery (e.g. Goode et al., 1993; Gan
et al., 2004a; Rosowski et al., 2008) and modeling analyses (e.g.
ll rights reserved.
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Funnell and Laszlo, 1978; Funnell et al., 1987; Rabbitt and Holmes,
1986; Puria and Allen, 1998; Koike et al., 2001; Gan et al., 2004b;
Fay et al., 2005; Parent and Allen, 2007). Motions of the umbo
and the rest of the manubrium are the input to the ossicular
sound-conduction system that transfers sound energy to the inner
ear. However, it is not at all clear how vibrations of the entire TM
surface contribute to vibration of the manubrium and ossicular
sound conduction.

Previous time-averaged holographic measurements of the
sound-induced motion of the TM surface have demonstrated that
TM motion patterns are complicated in both their spatial and fre-
quency dependence (e.g. Khanna and Tonndorf, 1972; Tonndorf
and Khanna, 1972; Løkberg et al., 1979; Rosowski et al., 2009). At
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low frequencies (<2 kHz), a simple motion pattern is usually seen
on the surface of the TM of cats and humans: The entire TM moves
with one-to-three displacement maxima at different locations and
with the largest motion magnitude in the posterior half of the TM.
At higher stimulus frequencies, the TM motion patterns become
more complicated, with multiple areas of maximal displacement
magnitude, separated by node-like regions of minimal displace-
ment magnitude. The suggestions of nodes indicate that regions
of the TM move with different phase, though it should be remem-
bered that time-averaged holography is a measure of the magni-
tude of the motion of each point on the TM surface, and it is
insensitive to differences in phase of motion.

There are a few studies that do report phase information of TM
motion driven by sound. Decraemer et al. (1989, 1999) used inter-
ferometric measurements to gather the amplitude and phase of
multiple points on the surface of the TM in cat. The results show
that at low frequency (<1 kHz), the entire TM vibrates in-phase
with the umbo and malleus, while above 5 kHz, discrete reso-
nances are observed with different sections vibrating out-of-phase
with the umbo in complicated spatial patterns. Goode et al. (1996)
employed a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) to measure
amplitude and phase of the displacement at multi-sites of the hu-
man TM with similar results to Decraemer et al. (1989, 1999).
However, the measurement time is proportional to the density of
measurement locations by the SLDV, and minutes of measurement
time are needed for even moderate spatial and frequency resolu-
tion. Konrdsson et al. (1987) used computerized SLDV to record
and reconstruct 3D vibration of the human TM with both ampli-
tude and phase plots, the results are presented at two single fre-
quencies of 578 and 3113 Hz only. Wada et al. (2002) applied
sinusoidal phase modulation (SPM) to time-averaged speckle pat-
tern interferometry to detect both the amplitude and phase of mo-
tion of the entire surface of the guinea pig TM at a moderate speed
(within several seconds). The Wada et al. results describe rather
complicated spatial patterns of TM displacement amplitude and
phase at frequencies up to 4 kHz. However, the SPM technique is
limited to small displacements that fall within the linear region
of the function that relates speckle intensity and displacement
amplitude.

An advanced computer-assisted fiber-optic-based opto-elec-
tronic holographic (OEH) interferometry system developed at the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) (Furlong et al., 2009;
Hernandez-Montes et al., 2009) was applied in this study. This
holographic system can be operated in either time-averaged mode
for rapid identification of resonant frequencies and corresponding
mode shapes of TM vibrations using sound stimuli of 0.2 to over
20 kHz (Rosowski et al., 2009), or stroboscopic mode to quantify
both the amplitude and phase of dynamic vibrations of the TM over
the full field of view (Hernandez-Montes et al., 2009; Furlong et al.,
2009).

In this study, we describe measurements of the amplitude and
phase of motion of the entire human TM surface stimulated by
tones of 0.5, 1, 4 and 8 kHz via stroboscopic holographic interfer-
ometry. To our knowledge this is the first time the dynamic motion
of the entire TM driven by sound of 8 kHz is quantitatively de-
scribed. The results describe different modal patterns of TM motion
and identify regions of apparent transverse wave propagation on
the TM surface.
2. Methods

2.1. Stroboscopic holographic interferometry

The detailed design of the OEH interferometer used in this study
can be found in Hernandez-Montes et al. (2009). The operation of
the OEH in time-averaged mode was described previously by
Rosowski et al. (2009). The fundamentals of stroboscopic mode
are briefly described below. OEH is based on digital image record-
ing with numerical reconstruction: Holographic interference pat-
terns acquired by the digital camera of the OEH system are
processed by computer to provide quantitative measurements of
deformations of the object. Processing is based on spatial and tem-
poral intensity distributions, Iðx; y; tÞ, defined at the surface of the
camera’s backplane (x,y), i.e.,

Iðx; y; tÞ ¼ Ioðx; y; tÞ þ Irðx; y; tÞ þ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ioðx; y; tÞIrðx; y; tÞ

p
� cos½ðD/ðx; y; tÞ þ Dhn þXðx; y; tÞ� ð1Þ

where Ioðx; y; tÞ and Irðx; y; tÞ represent temporal and spatial intensi-
ties of a beam reflected from the object and a reference beam
(Fig. 1), respectively, D/ðx; y; tÞ represents the phase difference be-
tween the reflected object beam and the reference beam when
two beams interact independent of stimulus, and Dhn results from
the optical phase stepping of the reference beam (increasing the ref-
erence path length by either 0, 1=4, ½ or 3=4 of a wave length) con-
trolled by the optical phase shifter as shown in Fig. 1, (OEH
interferometry uses a series of four phase-stepped interference
images to reconstruct one hologram (Rosowski et al., 2009)). The
fringe locus function Xðx; y; tÞ characterizes the phase change of
the reflected object beam due to stimulus-induced deformations
of the object (Furlong and Pryputniewicz, 1998).

In stroboscopic holography mode, the deformation of the TM is
computed based on the difference between holograms of the TM
surface measured at two different time instants, where the instants
are defined by the pulsing of the ‘strobe switch’ (an opto-acoustic
modulator capable of high-frequency switching) that is phase-
locked to the acoustic stimulus (Fig. 1). In this study, the sinusoidal
motion of the TM driven by a tone was determined from holograms
of the TM that were gathered during ‘strobed’ laser pulse illumina-
tion at each of eight evenly spaced stimulus phases (u = 0, p/4, p/
2 . . . 7p/4). Each laser pulse had duration of 10% of the period of the
tonal stimulus. Let the image intensity of the four optically phase-
stepped images gathered at two stimulus phases (u1 and u2) be
I0u1; I1u1; I2u1; I3u1 and I0u2; I1u2; I2u2; I3u2, then the resultant modu-
lation intensity at each camera pixel (saved as the interference
hologram) between the two stimulus phases is:

IM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðI0u1 � I2u1 þ I0u2 � I2u2Þ2 þ ðI1u1 � I3u1 þ I1u2 � I3u2Þ2

q
ð2Þ

and the optical interference phase difference DC that describes the
relative displacement of the TM (component of displacement per-
pendicular to the surface of the camera) between the two stimulus
phases is:

DC ¼ tan�1 ðI0u1 � I2u1Þ � ðI1u2 � I3u2Þ � ðI1u1 � I3u1Þ � ðI0u2 � I2u2Þ
ðI0u1 � I2u1Þ � ðI0u2 � I2u2Þ þ ðI1u1 � I3u1Þ � ðI1u2 � I3u2Þ

� �

ð3Þ

This optical phase difference measured over the entire TM sur-
face is wrapped modulo ±p and needs to be unwrapped in order to
determine phase changes that are greater or less than ±p. Spatial
phase-unwrapping algorithms (Furlong and Pryputniewicz, 2003;
Furlong et al., 2009) are used to define the unwrapped phase at
each point on the TM surface and that unwrapped phase is con-
verted to displacement by multiplying it by the wavelength
(k = 0.473 lm) of the laser light/p (this multiplication takes into
account the double path of the object laser beam in our system,
which travels from the source to the object and then is reflected
back along a parallel line to the interferometer and camera (Fig. 1)).



Fig. 1. Experimental setup and schematic of opto-electronic holographic (OEH) interferometry system. The sinusoid acoustic stimuli are generated by a computer-controlled
stimulus generator that drives an earphone. The sound pressure near the TM surface is monitored by a probe-microphone and recorded in the computer via an analog-to-
digital (A/D) converter. In stroboscopic holographic measurement mode, the laser beam (473 nm wavelength) is controlled by the ‘strobe switch’ (an opto-acoustic modulator
capable of high-frequency switching) which generates a series of stimulus-phase-locked strobed laser pulses with a duration of 10% of the tonal stimulus cycle. The laser
pulses are split into a reference beam and an object beam with a beam splitter. The reference beam is subjected to an optical phase shift that changes the optical path length
by 0, 1/4, 1/2 or 3/4 of the optical wavelength, and the object beam is sent to illuminate the specimen through a mirror and collimator. The reflected object beam interferes
with the reference beam producing interferograms that are recorded by the digital camera of the OEH system. The time varying displacement of the TM is measured by the
computer as a series of stroboscopic holograms at different time instants and processed by computer to provide quantitative measurements of the deformations of the TM
between two different time instants (this figure is an expanded version of Fig. 1 of Rosowski et al. (2009)).
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2.2. Temporal bone preparation

Fresh human temporal bones without history of otologic dis-
ease were used in this study. The results from one bone (TB10,
an 87-year-old male) are described in this report. Similar results
were observed in two other bones, a 73-year-old female and a
59-year-old male. The temporal bone was removed within 24 h
post-mortem and stored in normal saline at 4 �C prior to measure-
ment, as approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Massa-
chusetts Eye and Ear infirmary. The medial, posterior and inferior
aspects of the petrous bone were sealed with dental cement to pre-
vent leakage of lymphs from the inner ear. The middle-ear air
space of each specimen was widely opened to enable assessment
of the normality of the TM and ossicles. The round-window reflex
was present, i.e. a slight inward push on the stapes produced an
outward motion of the round window, consistent with the pres-
ence of inner-ear lymphs within the cochlea. The cartilaginous
ear canal was resected and the bony external ear canal was drilled
away until 80–90% of the TM surface was visible. All soft tissue in
the ear canal was carefully removed while keeping the epidermal
layer of the TM untouched. A hollow metal tube was glued to the
edge of the TM annulus for placement of a probe-microphone. To
increase the amount of light reflected from the TM surface, the
TM was painted with a suspension of 3% TiO2 powder (Acros
Organics, New Jersey, USA) in saline. The effect of TiO2 powder
on the motion of the TM appears small (Rosowski et al., 2009).
The TM and middle-ear cavity were kept moist by frequent spray-
ing of saline and regular immersion in saline during the
measurements.

The temporal bone was held in a clamp and oriented as in a
seated patient. The painted and widely exposed TM was placed
against a sound coupler speculum integrated into the interferome-
ter head and oriented such that the surface of the TM was perpen-
dicular to the object beam of the laser. The reflected object beam
was focused in the interferometer head where it was mixed with
the reference beam (Fig. 1) to produce interference holograms.
The sound source was a Tucker–Davis CF1 speaker (Tucker–Davis
Technologies) that was coupled to the speculum via a short rubber
tube. A calibrated Knowles EK-3103 hearing-aid microphone
(Knowles Electronics, IL, USA) with probe-tube was inserted into
the hollow tube positioned at the edge of the TM to monitor the
stimulus level at the edge of the TM surface (Fig. 1).

2.3. Data acquisition

Sound stimuli were continuous tones at four frequencies: 0.5, 1,
4 and 8 kHz, with stimulus level set between 80 and 120 dB SPL so
as to produce measurable sound-induced TM displacements in the
holographic images. The middle ear system has been shown to
behavior linearly with stimulus levels about up to 130 dB SPL (Gui-
nan and Peake, 1967; Goode et al., 1994). The voltage waveforms
were generated by the computer-controlled stimulus generator
(AFG 3102 Tektronix), which also generated the ‘strobe’ pulses to
activate the ‘strobe switch’. The voltage produced by the Knowles
microphone during sound stimulation was sampled via an A/D
converter (DAQ Pad-6052E, National Instruments) and stored for
later conversion to sound pressure (Fig. 1). The harmonic distortion
in the sound field was estimated by comparing the 2nd harmonic
component of distortion (the largest visible distortion component)
to the level of the primary tonal component as measured by our
probe-microphone during the measurements described in the re-
port. At stimuli of 92 dB SPL at 0.5 kHz and 90 dB SPL at 1 kHz,
the 2nd harmonic distortions were more than 40 dB below the pri-
mary levels. At 103 dB SPL at 4 kHz and 115 dB SPL at 8 kHz, the
2nd harmonic distortions were only 13 dB and 8 dB lower than
the primary one respectively. The significance of these relatively
high distortion measures is reduced by the presence of distortion
within our probe-microphone at these high levels. Indeed, esti-
mates of distortion in the motion of the TM (Table 1) are signifi-
cantly lower than the distortions suggested by the microphone
measurements at 4 and 8 kHz, and we will address this issue again
at the end of this section.

At each measurement frequency and stimulus level, we re-
corded eight holograms of the TM evenly spaced in stimulus phase



Table 1
FFT harmonic distortion (HD) of displacement.

FFT harmonic distortion (HD) of displacement 500 Hz 1000 Hz 4000 Hz 8000 Hz

Fundamental – – – –
2nd HD (dB) �31 �38 �31 �43
3rd HD (dB) �28 �25 �23 �32
4th HD (dB) �37 �42 �30 �29
THD (dB) �22 �22 �18 �24

The ratios (in dB) of the computed harmonic distortions in TM displacement to the magnitude of displacement at the fundamental (stimulus) frequency. The listed
measurements are from the locations of maximal displacement on the membrane surface at each frequency. THD, total harmonic distortion, the ratio of the sum of all
harmonic components to the fundamental one.
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over one stimulus cycle (Fig. 2), and we also captured one reference
hologram, a preliminary measurement at zero stimulus phase. The
displacement of the TM at the eight stimulus phases are thereafter
computed relative to the reference displacement. The digital cam-
era in the current system has a frame rate of 30 frames per second,
which allowed us to calculate one hologram every 0.13 s (optical-
phase-stepping requires 4 frames/hologram), and it took about 1.2
s (9 � 0.13) to complete a measurement at each frequency and le-
vel combination. Considering the imaged TM area of 60–70 mm2

takes up about 40,000 pixels (Rosowski et al., 2009), the current
stroboscopic holographic interferometry system is much superior
to other techniques such as SLDV in its combination of spatial
and temporal resolution.
2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. Spatial phase-unwrapping
The wrapped optical-phase differences calculated from the raw

phase-stepped images (Eq. (3)) are unwrapped in 2D space over
the entire image region to derive sound-induced dynamic motion
of the TM relative to the initial reference state. While generally ro-
bust, the spatial phase-unwrapping algorithm (Furlong and Pry-
putniewicz, 2003; Furlong et al., 2009) is sensitive to rapid
spatial variations in the optical phase that sometime occur at the
edges of the TM on the image, especially at locations where the real
Fig. 2. Stroboscopic holograms of the TM recorded at eight stimulus phases (0, p/4, p/2 .

(the reference is not shown but is a repeated measurement at a stimulus phase of 0) is rec
on each image is the edge of the round-shaped speculum which bounds the view of the T
and superior (S) orientations of the bone are marked in the last image taken at stimulu
edge of the tympanic ring is hidden by a bony remnant. The algo-
rithm also does not work well on image regions outside the TM
surface where the image intensity is usually low due to reduced la-
ser illumination. Fig. 3D shows an example of a 3D TM displace-
ment map after unwrapping the optical phase difference
between one stimulus phase and the reference phase: An ordered
displacement map is seen within the TM surface area (a nearly cir-
cular area in the middle of the image), while the area outside the
TM appears disordered (due to poor performance of the spatial
phase-unwrapping algorithm when it is challenged with highly-
variable or poorly-defined optical phases).
2.4.2. Masking and edge normalization
In order to exclude the disordered regions of the unwrapped

displacement maps, a mask is applied prior to further analysis.
The mask (Fig. 3E) was shaped to cover the surface of the TM
and exclude the disordered regions outside of the TM area, with
the mask values set to unity within the TM surface and zero else-
where. Masking is done through a point-by-point multiplication of
the unwrapped displacement map and the mask. Fig. 3A shows the
unwrapped displacements along one image line (the dotted line in
Fig. 3D), and Fig. 3B shows the result after masking.

One should note that the unwrapped and masked displacement
data of Fig. 3A, B and D all show displacements that are well above
the zero x–y plane. That is because the spatial phase-unwrapping
. . 7p/4) at 8 kHz, in which the motion of the TM relative to the reference hologram
orded as spatial variations of the image intensity (Eq. (2)). The near-circular window
M. The manubrium is outlined on each image, while the umbo and the posterior (P)
s phase of 7p/4.



Fig. 3. Results of masking and edge normalization on raw displacement data of the TM at the stimulus frequency of 8 kHz and the stimulus phase of 3p/4. (A) The unwrapped
displacement data along one line on the image. (B) As in A, but after application of the Mask. (C) As in B, but after normalization by the mean value at the edge. (D) A surface
view of the displacement data reconstructed after phase-unwrapping of the raw displacement data. The orientation of the TM is identified by the outline of the manubrium
(thick solid black line) on the TM surface, with the dotted line showing the line used in plots A through C. The narrow inward spike used to define the zero displacement
position is marked by a dotted circle at the bottom. (E) The mask used to exclude regions outside the surface of the TM, with the values set to unity within the edge of the TM
and zero elsewhere.
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algorithm normalizes the displacement at each point of the image
by the maximum inward displacement value in each image. In the
data of Fig. 3, that inward maximum is a narrow spike (the dotted
circle shown at the bottom of Fig. 3D) near the lower left-hand cor-
ner of the image that is within the disordered region of the un-
wrapped displacement map. The displacements at every point of
the image are thus scaled relative to this inward maximum with
the values all positive. By assuming that the inner edge of the
masked TM (where the tympanic annulus is) is not moving, we re-
set the zero reference to the average position at the edge of the TM.
The result of this edge normalization is shown in Fig. 3C, which
illustrates that some parts of the TM move inward toward the mid-
dle ear (the negative displacements), while others move outward
toward the ear canal (the positive displacements). Masking and
edge normalization were applied to each of the eight sets of spatial
phase-unwrapped displacement maps to define the surface mo-
tions of the TM relative to the reference at each of the eight stim-
ulus-phase-locked instances in time.

2.4.3. Fourier transform analysis
The defined surface motions of the TM at the eight stroboscopic

measurement instances were then used to construct eight frame
‘movies’ of the displacement of the TM vs. time. Fourier analysis
(Matlab R2008a) of the displacement at these eight temporal in-
stances was performed to compute the magnitude and phase of
the sinusoidal displacement at each point on the TM surface
(Fig. 4). Note that the laser pulse was synchronized to the stimulus
voltage waveform, not to the waveform of the sound pressure or
the TM displacement, therefore, the phase of the reference mea-
surement could vary by ±p relative to the phase of the stimulus
sound pressure. If the reference phase measurement corresponded
to a temporal peak (or valley) in the sinusoidal response, all of the
non-zero phase measurements would have displacements that
were negative (or positive) relative to the reference position and
a significant negative (or positive) DC component would be ob-
served in the computed Fourier components. Similarly, if the refer-
ence phase measurement corresponded to a time point where the
displacement of the TM was at zero, or the TM was at a neutral
state, then all of the non-zero phase measurements would have
displacements that were equally positive and negative, and the
Fourier components would have a zero DC component.

An example of the reliability of our estimates of the Fourier
components of the displacement of a single point on the TM is gi-
ven in Fig. 4. We plot the raw measured displacement data (dotted
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line with circles) at a position near the umbo of the TM as a func-
tion of stimulus phase and the displacement vs. phase d0ðx; y; tÞ
reconstructed from the computed Fourier DC component D0 and
the magnitude jDj and phase-angle \D of the fundamental Fou-
rier-derived sinusoidal displacement of the TM at the stimulus fre-
quency (solid line):

d0ðx; y; tÞ ¼ D0 þ jDj sinð2pft þ \DÞ;
at t ¼ 0;1=8T;1=4T; . . . 7=8T ð4Þ

where f is the frequency of the stimulus, and T ¼ 1=f is the period of
the stimulus. The correlation coefficient between the measured and
reconstructed data is very high in this case (0.9942), and the mean
correlation values (±the standard deviation) over the entire TM sur-
face were 0.9470 ± 0.1337 for 0.5 kHz, 0.9214 ± 0.1534 for 1 kHz,
0.9450 ± 0.1277 for 4 kHz and 0.9664 ± 0.0948 for 8 kHz. These high
correlations between the measured waveforms and the recon-
structed fundamental component of displacement of the TM also
suggest the TM response is nearly linear at all four measured
frequencies.

In order to further investigate whether the response of the
TM varies linearly with our relatively high sound-pressure stim-
uli, we computed the ratios of the FFT derived 2nd, 3rd and 4th
harmonic components of the maximal displacements on the TM
surface to the magnitude of the FFT derived maximal TM dis-
placements at the fundamental (stimulus) frequency. The distor-
tion ratios are converted into dB as shown in Table 1. All the
higher-ordered harmonic distortions in the maximal TM
displacements are 20–40 dB lower than the fundamental compo-
nent, and the total harmonic distortions from all measurements
are around 20 dB. This result is consistent with a low-distortion
level in the sound field at the TM surface during all the
measurements.
3. Results

To better understand the wave motion on the surface of the TM
measured by the stroboscopic holography, we present our mea-
surement results in three different ways: (1) plots of the phasic
displacements along a single chord across the surface of the TM;
(2) phasic surface maps of the displacement of the entire TM sur-
face; and (3) plots of the Fourier derived amplitude and phase-an-
gle of the surface displacement along four diameter lines (one
horizontal (0�), one vertical (90�), and two diagonal (45� and
135�)) that define and bisect each of the four quadrants of the
TM. These presentations provide a detailed view of sound-driven
TM motion.

3.1. Temporal displacement along one horizontal chord

The magnitude and phase-angle of the fundamental Fourier
component of the TM displacement were used to compute the dis-
placement at each point along one horizontal chord across the TM
positioned just below the umbo (the dotted line in Fig. 3D). The
four panels in Fig. 5 show snapshots of the TM displacement along
the chord at eight measurement phases over one stimulus cycle (0
to 7/8 cycle) for four sound stimuli: 92 dB SPL at 0.5 kHz, 90 dB SPL
at 1 kHz, 103 dB SPL at 4 kHz and 115 dB SPL at 8 kHz. The location
just below the umbo is marked on each panel by a thick solid line,
and the x-axis shows the approximate distance along the chord rel-
ative to the center of the umbo (anterior = negative;
posterior = positive).

At 0.5 kHz (Fig. 5A) and 1 kHz (Fig. 5B), the displacements of the
TM with time along the chord demonstrate that the largest motion
is in the posterior half of the TM. Furthermore, the eight tempo-
rally-related lines are regularly arranged and generally do not cross
each other, which suggests all the points along the chord move in-
phase. At 0.5 kHz (Fig. 5A) the largest outward motions at each
location occur at a stimulus phase between 1/4 and 3/8 cycle. At
1 kHz (Fig. 5B) the largest outward motions at each position gener-
ally occur at a stimulus phase between 3/4 and 7/8 cycle, though
just posterior to the umbo (approximately x = +1.3 mm) there is a
small region where the largest outward motions occur at phases
between 0 and 1/8 cycle (the colored lines of different line type
across the bottom of each panel code the stimulus phase associated
with the largest outward motion at each location. When the max-
imal outward motion occurs at two different phases, two lines are
shown). At both frequencies, it is clear that the peak-to-peak
displacement near the umbo location is much less than the peak-
to-peak displacement in the posterior half of the TM (shown by
vertical arrow lines).

At 4 kHz (Fig. 5C) and 8 kHz (Fig. 5D), the displacement patterns
are more complex with multiple local maxima and minima along
the chord that reach their peak at different stimulus phases. At
4 kHz, we observe four positions where the amplitude of the sinu-
soidal motion reaches a local maximum (P1, P2, P3 and P4): each of
these positions reaches its maximum outward motion at a stimu-
lus phase between 0 (black solid line) and 1/8 cycle (red solid line).
We also see two locations (indicated by arrows) where the dis-
placement is near zero at all measurement phases and the angle
changes by a half-cycle on either side. Such behavior is consistent
with the presence of a ‘node’ or modal minimum. A third feature of
the data in Fig. 5C is that there are broad ranges of locations that
move with approximately the same phase, e.g. from �0.7 to
0.4 mm and from +1.7 to + 4.6 mm the maximal outward motion
occurs at a stimulus phase of 0 (solid black). A fourth feature is that
there are regions where the phase at maximum outward motion
shifts gradually with locations: e.g. shifting from 5/8 cycle (red
dashes) at �3.7 mm through 1/8 cycle (red solid) at �2.4 mm
and from 1/2 cycle (black dashes) at �1.8 mm to 0 cycle (black so-
lid) at -0.6 mm. A fifth feature is that at 4 kHz the magnitude of the
displacement just under the umbo is within a factor of two of the
largest motions visible along the chord.

At 8 kHz the pattern of motion with time is more complicated
but shows many of the features visible in the 4 kHz data, with eight
positions with identifiable local magnitude peaks (P1–P8). The
most anterior peak (P1) and the five posterior peaks, P4–P8 achieve
their maximum outward displacements at a stimulus phase within
0 ± 1/4 cycle (green dashed line to black, red and orange solid
lines). The timing of the maxima at peak P2 occurs a half-cycle la-
ter, while the timing of the maximum at peak P3 occurs nearly a



Fig. 5. The displacement along one horizontal chord across the TM. The chord is positioned just below the umbo. The displacements are illustrated at eight stimulus phases
for four sound stimuli: 92 dB SPL at 0.5 kHz, 90 dB SPL at 1 kHz, 103 dB SPL at 4 kHz and 115 dB SPL at 8 kHz. The x-axes show the approximate distance along the chord from
a point just below the umbo (anterior = negative; posterior = positive). The location just below the umbo is marked on each panel by a thick solid line. The colored lines of
different line type across the bottom of each panel code the stimulus phase associated with the largest outward motion at each location. When the maximal outward motion
occurs at two different phases, two lines are shown. (A) At 0.5 kHz, the displacements of the TM along the chord at varied phases are of the largest magnitude in the posterior
half of the TM and all of the points along the chord move with roughly the same phase. (B) At 1 kHz, the TM moves similarly as in 0.5 kHz, with the largest motion in the
posterior site and all of the points along the chord moving with roughly the same phase. (C) At 4 kHz, the displacement pattern is more complex with multiple local maxima
along the chord occurring at different stimulus phases. (D) At 8 kHz, the pattern of motion with time is more complicated with eight identifiable magnitude peaks.
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half-cycle later than that at P2 and within a 1/4 cycle of the other
peaks. Consistent with the locations of rapid near half-cycle phase
changes are three ‘nodal’ regions of minimal motion at �2.0, �2.9
and �3.4 mm. There are also regions along the chord where we see
more gradual changes in the phase of the maxima, and the motion
magnitude just below the umbo is similar to that seen in the re-
gions with the largest magnitudes of motion.
3.2. Temporal displacement over the entire TM

Figs. 6–8 show perspective plots of the instantaneous displace-
ment (normalized by sound pressure) of the entire TM at eight
measurement stimulus phases for stimulus frequencies of 0.5, 4
and 8 kHz. The color bar on the right side represents the normal-
ized displacement value in lm/Pa. The orientation of the TM and
the location of the umbo are shown in the first image at the 0 cycle
of the stimulus.

At 0.5 kHz (Fig. 6), the entire TM is seen to move roughly in-
phase from Fig. 6a–h. Two regions of maximal displacement devel-
op with time in the posterior half of the TM: Region P1 is slightly
superior and more anterior to region P2. The motions at these loca-
tions are at their maxima between 1/4 and 3/8 cycle of the stimu-
lus, though P2 reaches the maximum somewhat later than P1. The
maximal normalized displacement amplitude at 0.5 kHz is about
0.1 lm/Pa at both P1 and P2.
At 4 kHz (Fig. 7) we can identify about 10 separate regions of
maximum displacement on the TM surface. These regions reach
their maximal positive displacement at stimulus phases between
7/8 and 0 cycles and reach their most-negative values a half-cycle
later. There are also places that reach their maximal positive dis-
placements at other phases. Panel Fig. 7e shows a single region
that reaches its maximal positive displacement at stimulus phases
a half-cycle later than the phases where maxima occurred in
Fig. 7a. Again, we also see signs of slow spatial phase gradients:
The peak on the left in panel Fig. 7c appears to travel more or less
towards the center in panels Fig. 7d and e. The peak on the right
in panel Fig. 7c also seems to result from a slow shift of one of the
posterior peaks in panels Fig. 7a and b. These phase gradients of
the peaks suggest some wave traveling phenomena on the TM
surface. The maximum normalized displacement amplitude at
4 kHz is only about 0.01 lm/Pa, much smaller than that at
0.5 kHz. Such a decrease in normalized displacement with
increasing frequency is consistent with many other measure-
ments of TM motion (Goode et al., 1993, 1994). Similar motions
of the TM at 8 kHz are shown in Fig. 8, with the entire surface
of the TM being separated into multiple peaks and valleys in dis-
placement. The maximum normalized displacement amplitude at
8 kHz is about 6 � 10�3 lm/Pa. Short animations of the data in
Figs. 5–8 are available for viewing at: http://myfiles.meei.harvard.
edu/users/rosowsj/www/Index Page.htm.

http://myfiles.meei.harvard.edu/users/rosowsj/www/IndexPage.htm
http://myfiles.meei.harvard.edu/users/rosowsj/www/IndexPage.htm


Fig. 6. Perspective (3D) plots of the instantaneous displacement (normalized by sound pressure) of the entire TM surface at eight stimulus phases for a stimulus frequency of
0.5 kHz. The color bars on the right side represent the normalized displacement value in lm/Pa. The orientation of the TM and the location of the umbo are shown in the first
image at the stimulus phase 0. The entire TM is moving roughly in-phase from (a) to (h), with two local peaks developing with time and marked by P1 and P2. The two peaks
reach their maxima between 1/4 and 3/8 cycle of stimulus phase, with P2 somewhat later than P1.
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3.3. Displacement amplitude and phase along radial lines on the TM
surface

The magnitude and phase of the sinusoidal displacement of
the TM at 0.5, 1, 4 and 8 kHz are plotted in Fig. 9 along four
diameters (0�, 45�, 90� and 135�), all going through the umbo,
that separate and bisect the four quadrants of the TM surface.
The x-axis shows the approximate distance away from the umbo
(at 0 mm) along the four diameters. The inset cartoon in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 9A shows the four diameters as dotted lines.
The four panels on the top show displacement magnitude and
the four panels on the bottom show displacement phase. Note
phases are only determined for regions with displacement
amplitudes larger than 0.014 lm, which we estimate as the
noise floor of this measurement set.

At 0.5 kHz (Fig. 9A), the displacement amplitude along the 0�
and 45� lines show peaks in the posterior-superior quadrant of
the TM. The 90� and 135� lines, which do not pass through the peak
regions on the posterior side of the TM (Fig. 6), show smaller dis-
placement magnitudes. The displacement phase is nearly identical
along all four diameters with some small differences along the 0�
and 45� diameters in the more posterior positions. Such small vari-
ations are consistent with the small phase difference between the
two peaks visible in Fig. 6.



Fig. 7. Perspective plots of the instantaneous displacement (normalized by sound pressure) of the entire TM surface at eight stimulus phases for stimulus frequency of 4 kHz.
The color bars on the right side represent the normalized displacement value in lm/Pa. The orientation of the TM and the location of the umbo are shown in the first image at
the stimulus phase 0. About 10 separate peaks are identified on the TM surface as shown in panel (a). Motion within some of the peaks occurs with different phases (panels c–
e) and some peaks appear to move to different locations (panels d and e).
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At 1 kHz (Fig. 9B), we see displacement amplitude and phase
patterns similar to those at 0.5 kHz. One difference is the presence
of near half-cycle phase shifts near the edges of the TM. These
phase shifts occur in regions where the motion of the TM is small
and may be affected by measurement noise.

At 4 kHz (Fig. 9C), we see multiple spatial maxima and minima
in the displacement magnitude across all four diameters, consis-
tent with the large number of spatial maxima we identified in
Fig. 7. We also see significant variations in the displacement phase
with location. Those phase variations in space take several forms,
including: (a) slow back-and-forth variations in phase of less
than ±0.2 cycles around some mean phase value (as occurs along
the 0� line), (b) rapid step-like half-cycle changes in phase that oc-
cur in the 45�, 90� and 135� lines in the anterior and superior quad-
rants of the TM (these steps usually occur at locations where the
magnitude of motion is at a minimum, which is consistent with
the presence of displacement ‘nodes’), and (c) consistent slower
phase changes with position over short distances (e.g. along 45�,
90� and 135� lines between 1 and 3 mm), that sometimes coincide
with the rapid half-cycle phase changes described above (e.g. along
45�, 90� and 135� lines between �4 and �1 mm). The patterns of
displacement amplitude and phase along the four diameters with



Fig. 8. Perspective plots of the instantaneous displacement (normalized by sound pressure) of the entire TM surface at eight stimulus phases for stimulus frequency of 8 kHz.
The color bars on the right side represent the normalized displacement value in lm/Pa. The orientation of the TM and the location of the umbo are shown in the first image at
the stimulus phase 0.
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the 8 kHz stimulus (Fig. 9D) are qualitatively similar to those at
4 kHz.
4. Discussion

Our measurements of sound-induced motions of the human TM
at four stimulus frequencies show a progression of motion patterns
with frequency. With stimuli of 0.5 and 1.0 kHz, the posterior parts
of the TM move more than other regions, but the entire surface of
the TM is moving approximately in the same phase. At 4 and 8 kHz,
our data illustrate large spatial variations in the motion along the
TM surface with multiple local motion maxima that move either
nearly in-phase with each other, nearly out-of-phase with each
other, or follow phase gradients in space. We also report the pres-
ence of a few ‘nodal’ TM locations where the displacement magni-
tude is near zero while the phase varies by nearly a half-cycle on
either side, although such nodal behavior is not dominant in our
data.

The complex spatial displacement patterns of the TM that we
observed at 4 and 8 kHz are not consistent with any previous sim-
ple models describing TM motion. The presence of multiple ampli-
tude maxima and half-cycle phase steps with locations on the TM
surface are suggestive of modal displacements of the TM (Tonndorf



Fig. 9. Fourier derived displacement magnitude and phase of the TM along four diameters at 0�, 45�, 90� and 135� on the TM surface for the stimulus of 0.5 (A), 1 (B), 4 (C) and
8 (D) kHz. The top panel of each figure shows the magnitude of the displacement in micrometers, the bottom panel of each figure shows the displacement phase in cycles. The
cartoon in the bottom panel of A shows the orientation of the TM and the four diameters, which are illustrated by dotted lines that run through the umbo. The x-axis shows
the approximate distance away from the umbo (at 0 mm) along the diameters. (A) At 0.5 kHz, the displacement magnitude along 0� and 45� diameters shows peaks in the
posterior–superior quadrant of the TM, and smaller displacement magnitudes along the 90� and 135� diameters. The displacement phase is nearly identical along all four
diameters. (B) At 1 kHz, the displacement amplitude and phase along four diameters are similar to those in (A). The near half-cycle phase shifts near the edges of the TM are
probably due to measurement noise. (C) At 4 kHz, the displacement amplitude shows multiple spatial maxima and minima along all four diameters, with significant phase
variations along different diameters at different locations on the TM surface. (D) At 8 kHz, similar complex displacement patterns are seen along the four diameters on the TM
surface, the displacement amplitude shows multiple spatial maxima and minima, while the displacement phase shows variations along the diameters at different locations.
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and Khanna, 1970; Fletcher, 1992; Rosowski et al., 2009). However,
modal displacement patterns should show nodes (minima in dis-
placement magnitude associated with half-cycle phase shifts) be-
tween adjacent displacement maxima, while we observe only a
few nodes and often see adjacent displacement maxima move in-
phase. The slow progressive changes in phase with locations that
we see with higher-frequency stimulation in Figs. 5 and 7–9 are
most consistent with traveling waves moving along the TM sur-
face, as suggested by Puria and Allen (1998) and Parent and Allen,
2007, 2009), though our measurements are dominated by peaks
that are mostly stationary in phase. Indeed, a conceptual model
that seems to explain significant features of the behavior of the
TM that we observed is that the TM is responding to the uniform
stimulus on its surface with a combination of stationary modes
of motion plus some smaller traveling-wave like components.

This combination of modal and traveling-wave like patterns at
high frequency is consistent with the motion of the gerbil TM as
described by de La Rochefoucauld and Olson (MEMRO 2009, this
issue). These authors measured the displacement amplitude and
phase along a line from the center of the umbo to the edge of
the TM at varied frequencies (Figs. 2 and 3 in de La Rochefoucauld
and Olson, MEMRO 2009), they suggested the TM motion could be
approximated as the combination of a wave-like motion and a
back-and-forth piston-like motion, where the piston-like motion
accounts for sound transmission, while the wave-like motion is re-
lated to the resonance of the drum-like TM which is transmitted to
the manubrium producing fine structures of manubrium motion.
Our data with multiple displacement amplitude peaks that gener-
ally move in- or out-of-phase (Figs. 7 and 8) with some smaller
spatially varying phase components (Fig. 9) agree with their sug-
gestion of a combination of multiple wave motions on the TM sur-
face, though the precise wave types and wave numbers are not yet
clear and need further investigation.

The existence of traveling waves on the TM has been predicted
by a time domain wave model of the human TM proposed by
Parent and Allen (MEMRO 2009, this issue). Their hypothesis is
that waves traveling on the TM contribute to the middle-ear delays
that have been observed experimentally (Olson, 1998; Puria and
Allen, 1998; Overstreet and Ruggero, 2002; Ravicz et al., 2008).
Our study does show some traveling-wave-like components on
the TM surface while the TM is driven by sound, but it also shows
a strong modal pattern of TM motion. The latter pattern is more
consistent with uniform stimulation of the TM surface. Further
study is required to tease out these complex behaviors of the TM,
and determine how wave travel on the TM surface contributes to
the transfer of sound energy to the ossicles and whether such
behavior explains the observed middle-ear delays.

Stroboscopic holography allows us to quantify the displacement
amplitude and phase over the entire surface of the TM at over
40,000 measurement points within a 70 mm2 area. This full-sur-
face measurement with large point density provides a complete
view of TM motion and allows a quantitative description of multi-
ple displacement peaks over the TM surface and how these peaks
move around on the TM surface. In this study, we report TM mo-
tion measured by stroboscopic holography at four frequencies
(0.5, 1, 4 and 8 kHz). The limitation in frequency is primarily re-
lated to the large amount of time needed to determine how to ana-
lyze and display the holographic data. As we further develop our
analysis techniques, more closely-spaced-frequency measure-
ments can be evaluated in order to estimate group-delay on the
TM surface and the frequency-dependent wave velocity and poten-
tial delay caused by wave propagation on the TM surface. Never-
theless, the four-frequency data set of the present study provides
substantial new insights into the complex motion of the TM.
5. Conclusion and future work

In this study, we used stroboscopic holographic interferometry
to measure the vibration of the human TM stimulated by tones of
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0.5, 1, 4 and 8 kHz. This technique can quantify both displacement
amplitude and phase of the surface motion of the TM over a wide
frequency range, allowing a more complete view of the dynamics
of TM motion. Our results suggest that at 0.5 and 1 kHz the entire
surface of the TM moves generally in-phase with the largest mo-
tions occurring in the posterior half of the TM. At 4 and 8 kHz
the TM vibrates with multiple (4–10) local maxima distributed
over the surface. Many of these maxima occur at the same phase
of stimulation, while some occur at opposite phase, and others
show signs of graded phase with position. These patterns are con-
sistent with a combination of low-order modal motions and waves
traveling on the TM surface. Future work will refine our under-
standing of these wave-like phenomena (e.g. modal displacements
in a lossy membrane have many features in common with travel-
ing waves (Fletcher, 1992, pp. 78 and 79)), and also investigate
how these complex motion patterns of the TM are related to sound
coupling and transmission to the middle ear.
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